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Unsteady, viscous, low-speed  ows over a NACA 0012 airfoil oscillated in plungeand/or pitch at various reduced
frequency, amplitude, andphase shift are computed. Vortical wake formations, boundary-layer ows at the leading
edge, the formation of leading-edge vortices and their downstream convection are presented in terms of unsteady
particle traces. Flow separationcharacteristics and thrust-producingwakepro les are identi ed.Computedresults
compare well with water tunnel  ow visualization and force data and other computational data. The maximum
propulsive ef ciency is obtained for cases where the  ow remains mostly attached over the airfoil oscillated in a
combined pitch and plunge.
Nomenclature
C¯D = time-averageddrag (thrust) coef cient, D¯ / 12 q U
2
1 c
c = airfoil chord length (reference length)
h = plunge position normalizedwith c
h0 = plunge amplitude normalizedwith c
k = reduced frequency ( x c/U 1 )
t = nondimensional time
U 1 = freestreamvelocity (reference speed)
a = incidence angle
a 0 = pitch amplitude
g = propulsive ef ciency
u = phase shift between pitch and plunge oscillations
x = angular frequency of oscillation
Introduction
T HE separated  ows over helicopter, propeller, and wind tur-bine bladeshave receivedconsiderableattentionfor quite some
time because of the impact of dynamic stall on the blade perfor-
mance. In recent years a signi cant amount of new experimen-
tal information has been obtained. For a comprehensive review of
this experimental data, we refer to the review paper by Carr and
Chandrasekhara.1 Also, the rapid advances in computational  uid
dynamics have made it possible to apply numerical solution tech-
niques of the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equations to this
problem. Recent contributions to this problem have been reviewed
byEkaterinarisandPlatzer,2 who also showed that the incorporation
of the boundary-layertransition from laminar to turbulent  ow into
the Navier–Stokes code provides much better agreement with the
measurements.
The case of sinusoidal plunge oscillations has received much
less attention in past years because a pure plunge oscillation was
thought to have much less importance in practical applications.
However, it has been known for many years that a sinusoidally
plungingwing generates a thrust force. This effect can be predicted
using inviscid incompressible  ow theory. For example, Garrick3
used Theodorsen’s oscillatory thin-airfoil theory, and Platzer et al.4
applied an unsteady panel code to this problem.
Very recently, it has been recognized that  apping wing propul-
sion can be more ef cient than conventional propellers if applied
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to very small-scalevehicles,so-calledmicroair vehicles,becauseof
the very small Reynoldsnumbersencounteredon suchvehicles.The
word  apping is used to indicate a combined plunge-and-pitchos-
cillation.Of special interest is the determination of the dependence
of the thrust force on the amplitude, frequency, and phase angle be-
tween plunge-and-pitchoscillation and on the  ow Reynolds num-
ber, especially the combinationof these parameters,which leads to
dynamic stall and therefore loss of thrust and propulsive ef ciency.
Water-tunnel  ow-visualization experiments have been con-
ducted by Jones et al.5 and Lai and Platzer,6 which provide a
considerable amount of information on the wake characteristics
generated by  apping airfoils. An example of such a visualization
is given in Fig. 1. Also, Navier–Stokes computations have been
performed by Tuncer and colleagues7 ¡ 9 to explore the thrust gener-
ation and propulsive ef ciency of  apping airfoils. The only other
Navier–Stokes analyses of  apping and pitching airfoils are those
of Isogai et al.10 and of Ramamurti et al.11 Isogai et al.10 found for
the NACA 0012 airfoil that at a Reynolds number 1 £ 105 the high-
est ef ciency occurs when the pitch oscillation leads the plunge
oscillation by 90 deg while  ow separation is still con ned to a
small region near the trailing edge. Ramamurti et al.11 also stud-
ied the NACA 0012 airfoil, but at much lower Reynolds numbers
of 1.2 £ 104 and 1.1 £ 103 using an incompressibleNavier–Stokes
solver.
The objective of the present work is to compute unsteady, vis-
cous  ow elds over a  apping NACA 0012 airfoil at various re-
duced frequenciesand amplitudes and to identify the vortical wake
and the stall characteristics. To this end, a Navier–Stokes solver
augmented with a particle tracing module is employed to compute
the unsteady  ow elds. The  ow separationcharacteristicsover the
airfoil, vortical wake formations, average aerodynamic forces, and
the propulsive ef ciency are studied parametrically with respect to
the amplitude and the frequencyof the oscillatorymotion. Numeri-
cal predictions are compared to the water-tunnel  ow-visualization
data,6 force and power data,12 and the recent computationsof Isogai
et al.10
Numerical Method
The steady and unsteady  ow elds over a  apping airfoil are
computedby a compressibleNavier–Stokes solverat a low subsonic
Mach number. The computed  ow elds are analyzed in terms of
particle traces emanating from the leading and trailing edges of the
airfoil and the time-averaged aerodynamic loads.
Navier–Stokes Solver
The strong conservation-lawform of the two-dimensional, thin-
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Fig. 1 Unsteady particle traces vs  ow-visualization data behind a
NACA 0012 airfoil oscillated in plunge at k = 7.85.
is solved using an approximately factored, implicit algorithm.2,7
The convective terms are evaluated using the third-order-accurate
Osher’s upwind-biased ux-difference-splittingscheme.13 The gov-
erning equations in a curvilinear coordinate system ( n , f ) are given
as follows:
@t Qˆ + @n Fˆ + @f Gˆ = Re ¡ 1@f Sˆ (1)
where Qˆ is the vector of conservativevariables,1/ J ( q , q u, q w , e),
Fˆ and Gˆ are the inviscid  ux vectors, and Sˆ is the thin-layerapprox-
imation of the viscous  uxes in the f direction normal to the airfoil
surface. The pressure is related to density and total energy through
the equationof state for an ideal gas p =( c ¡ 1)[e ¡ q (u2 + w 2) /2].
In turbulent  ow computations the Baldwin–Lomax turbulence
model is implemented.
ComputationalDomain
The computational domain around the airfoil is discretized with
a single C grid. The  apping motion of the airfoil is imposed by
moving the airfoil and the computational grid as speci ed by the
oscillatorymotion:
h = ¡ h0 cos(kt ) a = ¡ a 0 cos(kt + u ) (2)
whereh0 is theplungeamplitude(normalizedwith the airfoilchord),
a 0 denotes the pitch amplitude, and u is the leading phase angle
between the pitching and plungingmotion. The reduced frequency
of the motion is de ned by k = x c/U 1 .
Boundary Conditions
On the airfoil surface the instantaneous ow velocity is set equal
to the prescribed local surface velocityprescribedby the oscillatory
motion [Eq. (2)], and the no-slip boundarycondition is applied.The
density and the pressure gradients are also set to zero. At the far-
 eld in ow and out ow boundariesthe  ow variables are evaluated
using the zeroth-orderRiemann invariant extrapolation.
Particle Traces
Localization Process
Particle tracesare obtainedby a simple and ef cient integrationof
particle pathlineswithin the  ow solver as the unsteady  ow eld is
computed. In this method particlesmay be releasedanywhere in the
 ow eld at certain intervals. The particles are then localized in the
computational grid and convected with the local velocity at every
particlepath-integrationtime step.The localizationprocess is based
on a directional and a sequential search algorithm.14 The search
process follows a deterministic path, which is based on the local
geometry gradientson the curvilineargrid. A particle is localized in
a triangular stencil identi ed by three neighboringgrid points. The
localization scheme also provides the interpolation weights at the
localization point in terms of function values at the corner points
of the localizing triangular stencil. Therefore, once a particle is
localized in the computational grid, the local velocity is readily
interpolatedat the localizationpoint and can be used for convecting
the particle.
Numerical Implementation
The particle localization and velocity interpolation algorithm is
implemented into the Navier–Stokes solver as a function call. The
function shares only the grid geometry and  ow variables at the
current time stepwith the solver. The particles can be released from
any grid location at any given frequency in terms of the timescale
of the unsteady motion. A simple algorithm is also implemented
to identify the presence of wake cuts in C-type grids. Particles can
therefore be convected across the wake cuts without any dif culty.
Because the accuracy of the particle traces depends on the size
of the integration time step, a higher resolution of the timescale
allows particles to follow closely the local velocity  eld and mostly
prevents them from penetrating into solid surfaces on their path.
However, at high-frequencymotions particles in the close vicinity
of the airfoil surface can be wrongfully placed inside the airfoil
becauseofgridmovement.Theseparticlesstuckinsidetheairfoilare
convected out of the airfoil with the freestream velocity. Although
the time integrationof particle paths can be performedat every time
step of the  ow solver, the time step of pathline integration was
found to be one order of magnitude larger than the time-step size
of the unsteady  ow solver. Yet, it is controlled by the user. The
instantaneous positions of all of the particles can be saved at any
frequency for visualization purposes.
Results and Discussion
In our earlier  ow-visualization studies we have identi ed the
thrust-producing wake structures behind an airfoil oscillated in
plunge as the lower row of vortices are rotating clockwise while
the upper row of vortices are rotating counterclockwise.We have
also observed that airfoils which undergo thrust-producing com-
bined pitch-and-plungeoscillations do not, in general, go through
a distinct dynamic stall loop. In this study we have looked at the
unsteady  ow elds behind oscillating airfoils in pitch and plunge
in terms of particle traces and compared the computed  ow elds to
the available experimental data.
All of the  ow elds were computed for a NACA 0012 airfoil at a
low freestreamMach number of 0.3. The  ow elds were assumed
to be fully turbulent. Based on our earlier grid-sensitivity study,9
where we showed that the computed results were not sensitive to
the  ner grid size, we used a 121 £ 61 size C-type grid in all of the
computations. Particles were shed from the two neighboring grid
points in the cross ow direction on the upper and lower surfaces
around the leading and trailing edges. Particles were shed at about
every 0.01 c/U 1 (chord length travel) time.
We  rst computed unsteady  ow elds over a plunging airfoil
at a reduced frequency of k =7.85, Re =2 £ 104 for h0 =0.0125,
0.025,0.05,0.075,and0.1.The comparisonof thewakepro leswith
the experimentaldata6 is given in Fig. 1. The experimentswere also
performed at about Re =2 £ 104 , and the dye was ejected from the
trailing edge of the airfoil to facilitate wake visualization.
Lai and Platzer6 noted that a jet and hence thrust is produced
as soon as the nondimensional plunge velocity kh0 exceeds values
greater than approximately 0.2. As seen from Table 1, this agrees
quite well with the computed thrust values. For h0 =0.025 and
k =7.85 the value of kh0 =0.2 and, in agreement with the experi-
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Table 1 Thrust of NACA 0012








Fig. 2 Time history of drag coef cient for a NACA 0012 airfoil oscil-
lated in plunge at k = 7.85.
and k =7.85, correspondingto kh0 =0.1, and again consistentwith
the experiment, drag is predicted. The computed vortex patterns
for kh0 =0.1 and 0.2 are in poor agreementwith the observed vor-
tices. This discrepancy is likely caused by viscous effects that are
stronger at low nondimensionalplunge velocities, but further work
is required to clarify this conjecture. For thrust-producing vortex
streetskh0 =0.4, 0.59, 0.78; theagreementis quitegood.The upper-
row vortices are counterclockwiseand the lower vortices clockwise.
This is the condition for producinga jet  ow in contrast to the drag-
producing Karman vortex street shed from a stationary cylinder,
where the upper vortices are clockwise and the lower vortices are
counterclockwise.
Figure 2 gives the unsteady thrust/drag history. The average drag
coef cients per cycle computed at the last period are also given in
Table 1. As seen, as the plunge amplitude h0 increases, the airfoil
experiences higher thrust for longer durations along each plunging
cycle. Starting from h0 =0.025, where the counterclockwise and
clockwisevorticeswere observed to be positionedbelow and above
the wake centerline (Fig. 1), respectively, the  apping airfoil pro-
duces a net thrust.
The instantaneous  ow eld at about h =0.0 # for k =7.85 case
is given in Fig. 3 in terms of Mach number and vorticity contours
and particle traces. As seen, the integrated effect of the vorticity
in the formation of wake pro les is only captured in the particle
traces. It can, therefore, be misleading to compare instantaneous
Mach number and vorticity distributions to  ow-visualizationdata.
Next we looked at the  ow separation characteristics of high-
amplitude/low-frequencyplunging airfoils at k =0.8, Re =1 £ 105
as theplungeamplitudechangesfrom0.4 to 0.7.Figures4a–4d show
the computed  ow elds. At h0 =0.40 the  ow is fully attached
all along the plunging motion, which gives the largest propulsive
ef ciency of 0.59 as given in Table 2. The propulsive ef ciency is
de ned as
g = ¡ C¯D ¢ U 1 / W¯
where W¯ is the average work required to maintain the  apping
motion, which is computed by integrating the pressure distribution
times the local plunge velocity on the airfoil. The time averaging is
done over a period of the oscillatorymotion.
Fig. 3 Instantaneous  ow eld behind a NACA 0012 airfoil oscillated
in plunge at k = 7.85 and h0 = 0.075.
Fig. 4a Unsteady particle traces over a NACA 0012 airfoil oscillated
in plunge at k = 0.8 and h0 = 0.40.
Fig. 4b Unsteady particle traces over a NACA 0012 airfoil oscillated
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Fig. 4c Unsteady particle traces over a NACA 0012 airfoil oscillated
in plunge at k = 0.8 and h0 = 0.60.
Fig. 4d Unsteady particle traces over a NACA 0012 airfoil oscillated
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Table 2 Thrust of ef ciency of NACA
0012 airfoil oscillated in plunge
k = 0.8
h0 C¯D g
0.40 ¡ 0.118 0.59
0.50 ¡ 0.176 0.55
0.60 ¡ 0.134 0.28
0.70 ¡ 0.123 0.17
Table 3 Thrust and ef ciency of NACA 0012
airfoil oscillated in combined plunge and pitch
h0 = 1, a 0 = 10 deg
k u C¯D g
0.3 90 ¡ 0.072 0.86
0.3 30 ¡ 0.116 0.70
1.0 90 ¡ 0.446 0.25
1.0 30 ¡ 0.211 0.11
Fig. 5 Plunge amplitude vs reduced frequency at stall onset.
At h0 =0.50 small recirculatingregionsappearat thedownstream
half of the airfoil during the up- and downstrokes.The vortex is then
shed into the wake. While preserving a high propulsive ef ciency,
it produces the largest thrust coef cient of 0.176. As the amplitude
of the plunge motion increases up to 0.6 and 0.7 (Figs. 4c and 4d),
the light  ow separationat the leading edge turns into the formation
of a large-scaledynamic stall vortex during both the up- and down-
strokes. The dynamic stall vortex convects downstream and sheds
into the wake. At h0 =0.7 secondary leading-edgevortices are also
generated.The vortical  ow structure,and therefore the mechanism
of thrust generation, caused by the shedding of dynamic stall vor-
tices from the airfoil leading edge is clearly quite different from the
vortex street produced by vortices shed from the trailing edge only.
Yet, as shown in Table 2, comparable thrust levels are maintained
in this case, albeit at signi cantly reduced propulsive ef ciencies.
These results are consistent with the dynamic stall boundary of
h0k =0.35, which we identi ed in our earlier investigation.9 This
dynamic stall boundary is shown in Fig. 5.
We then computed the  ow elds over an airfoil oscillated in a
combined pitch-and-plungemotion at high amplitudes and low fre-
quencies.The Reynoldsnumberwas again1 £ 105 . Pitch oscillation
is about the midchord and leads the plunge oscillation by a phase
angle u . Figures 6a–6d show the computed  ow elds, and Table 3
gives the thrustcoef cientand thepropulsiveef ciencyof theairfoil.
As observed again, the propulsive ef ciency is much larger for the
attached ow casesgiven in Figs. 6a and 6b.For the remainingcases,
where a leading-edge vortex forms and the airfoil undergoes a dy-
namic stall loop, although the average thrust coef cient is higher,
the ef ciency again drops signi cantly. This trend can be attributed
to the fact that additional work has to be done against the suction
induced by the vortex. In addition, when the strong leading-edge
vortex is shed into the wake, it disrupts the jet-like  ow at the trail-
ing edge.
Isogai et al.10 compared their results with our computations
(Figs. 17 and 18 of Ref. 10) and found fairly goodagreement,except
for phase angles of 30 deg, where they found severe leading-edge
separation.This discrepancy requires further investigation.
Finally, we computed some  ow elds whose conditions were
close to the ones studied recently by Anderson et al.12 through
 ow visualization and force measurements at low Reynolds num-
bers (1.1 £ 103 ). In the experiments the airfoil was pitched about
the one-third chord point at various phase angles, and a digital
particle image velocimetry was used to obtain visualization data.
They associated high propulsive ef ciency with moderately strong
leading-edgevortices convectingdownstream.They also found that
the combined pitch-and-plunge motion at u =75 deg, h0 =0.75,
a 0 =30 deg, k =1.34 is optimal for propulsiveef ciency.The aver-
age thrust coef cient for this case, which is computedby integrating
the excess velocity in the wake, is reported to be 0.34 (Table 2 of
Ref. 12). It is equivalent to 0.20 if it is normalized with the chord
only, which is how it is de ned in our study, instead of the airfoil
surface area. The propulsiveef ciency is reported to be above 80%.
The  ow eld matrix we were able to compute is given in Table 4.
The  ow eldswere computedat Re =1 £ 104 againassumingfully
turbulent  ow. We could not compute at higher pitch amplitudes
for the given reduced frequencies because of convergence dif cul-
ties of the solver. However, the observation is made that at k =1
Table 4 Thrust and ef ciency of NACA 0012
airfoil oscillated in combined plunge and pitch
h0 = 0.75, u = 75 deg
k a 0 C¯D g
1.0 7 ¡ 0.29 0.29
1.0 15 ¡ 0.31 0.54
1.0 20 ¡ 0.177 0.56
1.34 7 ¡ 0.371 0.20
1.34 10 ¡ 0.446 0.26
Fig. 6a Unsteady particle traces over a NACA 0012 airfoil oscillated
in pitch and plunge at k = 0.3, Á = 90 deg, ®0 = 10 deg, and h0 = 1.
Fig. 6b Unsteady particle traces over a NACA 0012 airfoil oscillated
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Fig. 6c Unsteady particle traces over a NACA 0012 airfoil oscillated
in pitch and plunge at k = 1, Á = 90 deg, ®0 = 10 deg, and h0 = 1.
Fig. 6d Unsteady particle traces over a NACA 0012 airfoil oscillated
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Fig. 7a Unsteady particle traces over a NACA 0012 airfoil oscillated
in pitch and plunge at ®0 = 7 deg, h0 = 0.75, k = 1, and Á = 75 deg.
Fig. 7b Unsteady particle traces over a NACA 0012 airfoil oscillated
in pitch and plunge at ®0 = 20 deg, h0 = 0.75, k = 1, andÁ = 75 deg.
the propulsive ef ciency increases with increasing a 0. The com-
puted  ow elds at k =1 are given for a 0 =7 and 20 deg in Fig. 7.
As a 0 increases, the massive  ow separation caused by a large
leading-edgevortex disappears, and the  ow stays mostly attached
over the upper and lower surfaces.For k =1, a 0 =20 deg, the thrust
coef cient is computed to be 0.177.
Conclusions
Particle traces integrated into a thin-layer Navier–Stokes solver
were obtained over a NACA 0012 airfoil oscillating in either pure
plunge or a combined pitch-and-plungemotion. Particle traces cap-
tured the  ow separation characteristics and wake pro les remark-
ably well. The computed wake pro les were found to be in good
agreementwith the water-tunnel experiments.The observationwas
made that higher propulsive ef ciencies are associated with at-
tached  ows over the full period of the oscillatory cycle. At high-
frequency plunging motions, in the presence of large leading-edge
vortices, higher thrust coef cients can be obtained, but the propul-
sive ef ciency drops signi cantly. In combined pitch-and-plunge
oscillations it appears that high thrust values with reasonably high
propulsiveef ciency can be obtainedunder certain conditions.Fur-
ther studies are needed to explore the combined pitch-and-plunge
oscillations at high angles of attack.
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